
OS Facebook Agreements 
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1. Needs of people on the ground come first. 
2. We use inclusive language.  
3. We stay on topic:  

a. Sandy Updates 
b. Occupy Sandy volunteer information 
c. Occupy Sandy Press 
d. Climate Change News - preferably well-known sources 
e. Mutual Aid  

4. Anything that is read is either responded to or asked about in the fb chat 
feed  

5. Introduce articles with a quote from the article rather than a personal 
opinion about the article 

6. We try to always post photos with text, ideally one photo every 40 mins or 
so 

7. Everyone in the FB group work their butts off answering stupid messages. 
We support each other in all the time and effort volunteers have put in to 
this, and will continue to put in. SOLIDARITY 

8. When offering advice about the page, we agree to use non-violent 
communication: Using I statements, and asking not ordering. <3 

9. Before sharing a post with financial related proposal (fundraisers, 
requesting donations, party fundraisers, wepays.. etc..) seek approval of 
people by posting on admin page first, If people are generally cool, post it 
immediately, otherwise wait till there’s buy in. Discuss in chatroom 

10. Do not repost personal updates on the main page without checking in with 
the person first 

11. Changing the status of managers on the admin list is to be decided by 
consensus of everyone who is a manager. Likewise, changing the status 
or adding a new content creator is decided by the team by + or - vote. 

12. Content Creators are required to post a minimum of four (4) posts per 
month  to remain active or should ask for removal. 

13. Content Creators and Page Managers are required to be members of the 
OS FB Official Consensus group.  This is the designated location for 
official consensus voting and discussion. The group is to be managed by 
Occupy Sandy FB page managers. 

14. Posts by other page administrators that are deleted or hidden are to 
captured by screen shot with comments and shared for discussion at the 
OS FB Official Consensus group. This is also preferred method to discuss 
potential deletions and hiding of a post by another administrator before 
deleting/hiding or for discussing the page refraining from similar future 
posts. 

 
--THIS SECTION HAS BEEN ALTERED TO REMOVE PRIVATE SHARED 
GOOGLE DOC LOCATIONS--- 
 



USEFUL LINKS FOR COORDINATORS 
 

http://interoccupy.net/occupysandy/locationadd  
Use this form to add a new location to the website.  
 
http://interoccupy.net/occupysandy/locationupdate  
Use this form to make a change to an existing location, or report a change in 
NEEDS to an existing location.  
 
http://interoccupy.net/occupysandy/volunteerrequest/  
Use this form to send a volunteer request to go out in the next email to the all the 
volunteers.  
 
To suggest a change of content on the website (homepage, one of the community 
pages, ass a resource, etc) please emailSandyWeb@interoccupy.net. 
 
Grievance procedure 
If an individual violates the rules stated in the fb document, the violation can be 
determined diplomatically or brought to a vote. A vote is not automatic, it must be 
called for by a member.  
 
If the violation is brought to a vote, and 70% of admins/content creators agree 
that it was a violation, a standing warning is issued. This warning stands until 
another member (not the individual with the warning) calls for the warning to be 
revoked.  
 
If an individual with a standing warning has 70% of the admins agree that the 
individual has violated the rules, then that individual's admin privilege is revoked, 
(so they become content creators with standing warning). 
 
Voting process: screenshot of the violation is posted on the admin page for 24 
hrs, and all individuals must vote + or - whether they agree the violation is truly a 
violation. 
	  


